Call for Papers

Journal of Information Technology for Development

Contributions to this Journal are solicited that address IT for Development. Papers that address electronic networks for social and economic development as well as the use of Information Technology for resource mobilization in developing countries and transition economies are particularly welcome. The management and mobilization of intellectual capital has implications for fostering indigenous capacity for commerce. IT for Development considers IT, policy and commerce infrastructures as well as sourcing strategies, policy making, international legal frameworks, the effects of online communities and research methods for measuring effects of IT. Both qualitative and quantitative research that considers the value of IT for development is appropriate for ITD. Papers submitted to the Journal should explicitly state their methods and approaches: Field studies, case studies, action research and innovative online data collection methods are strongly recommended. Theory development, frameworks and models for studying and applying IT are also welcome. Papers that address but are not limited to the topics listed below should be submitted to ITD.

Development Issues

- IT Ethics and Development
- International legal frameworks
- IT and the global community
- IT and the emergence of the knowledge society
- International ICT dialogues and discourses: Implications for developed and transition economies
- Consultation and collaboration across the digital differences
- Adoption and diffusion of IT and Rate of uptake
- Security of network infrastructures, Public Key Infrastructure
- Scalable infrastructures for development
- Sustainable development in developing and transition economies

IT Policy

- IT Infrastructures for public administration and reform
- IT Infrastructure for public administration and reform (legal framework, HRD frameworks)
- eGovernance for good government (eGovernment, eDemocracy and eBusiness)
- International commerce and development
- Public Policy for the IT Industry
- Innovations in capacity building for ICT development (education in IT, skills for ICT development)
- Debt financing strategies and developments
- IT Strategies for Development (national and sectoral)
Electronic Commerce, Collaborative Commerce and Electronic Collaboration

- eGovernment: Procurement: public procurement information systems
- Metropolitan growth and Global Information Systems (GIS)
- Sourcing strategies: netsourcing
- Outsourcing web enabled strategies
- Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) access to public procurement systems
- Open sourcing, Online Communities
- eCommerce Security

Health Informatics

- Innovations in bioinformatics
- Information for action in healthcare
- Health information systems
- Rural Health Infrastructures

Submissions to ITD may be either full research papers (maximum 9000 words) published in the main part of the Journal, or commentaries published in the section “Views from Practice” (maximum 2000 words). After initial screening, full research papers will be reviewed by at least three members of the editorial board for quality, consistency and research contribution. Authors are welcome to nominate an editorial board member for review when submitting their paper. Particular attention will be paid to the use of chosen research method. Papers submitted to this journal must contain original results and must not be submitted elsewhere while being evaluated for the Journal of Information Technology for Development. If you have submitted a version of this paper to another outlet, please let us know. When a duplication is discovered, papers are subject to rejection for that reason alone. Manuscripts that have already appeared in publication will not be considered for this journal.

Please submit papers electronically in MS Word, RTF or compatible format to ITD@ist.unomaha.edu. Questions regarding submissions should be directed to the Editor-in-Chief: Sajda Qureshi, E-mail: squreshi@ist.unomaha.edu.